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Introduction

Ripping, direct digging and drilling-blasting
are three main methods for breaking and
loosening ground. In the drilling-blasting
method, energy is utilized by explosives,
whereas in ripping and direct digging, energy
is utilized by mechanical excavation
equipment. In ripping, the energy, generated
by the dozer and transmitted to the tyne, is
used to penetrate and loosen the ground. A
dozer and ripper tyne are shown in Figure 1. 

Ripping using a dozer could be an
appropriate answer to the present trend to
reduce the use of explosives in mining
quarries and in civil engineering works. The

existing classification systems may need to be
extended or recalibrated by taking into account
the dozer manufacturing technique progress.
Both rock and equipment properties affect the
rippability of rocks, and a reliable classification
system should consider both machine and rock
properties together. Many rippability classifi-
cation systems have been developed over the
years. These systems are divided mainly into
two groups, namely, direct and indirect
rippability classification methods. In the
‘direct’ rippability classification method, direct
ripping trials are conducted in field with
available equipment. ‘Indirect’ methods utilize
rock mass and material properties. They are, in
turn, divided into three main groups: ‘seismic
velocity’ based methods, ‘graphical’ methods
and ‘grading’ methods. 

Over the years and the pages of journals
there has been much debate over these
rippability classification systems. This paper
adds to this debate by concentrating mainly on
‘grading’ methods since the proposed fuzzy
logic system is a grading method by nature.
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Synopsis

Due to the environmental constraints and the limitations on
blasting, ripping as a ground loosening and breaking method has
become more popular in both mining and civil engineering
applications. Because of the technological advances in dozer
manufacturing techniques, more powerful dozer types are available
today. Thus, the ground, previously classified as non-rippable, has
become rippable. As a consequence, a more applicable rippability
classification system is needed which considers both equipment
properties as well as rock properties in all applications. 
This paper is part of a complementary research work and presents
the development of a previously published grading rippability
classification system by the application of fuzzy set theory. The
integrated rippability classification system considers the combined
utilization of the rock and equipment properties, as well as expert
opinion. Fuzzy set theory was chosen mainly because it deals well
with uncertainty in the choice of variables. Although there are
apparent sharp or discontinuous boundaries in existing classifi-
cation systems, practically most of the factors involved in the
ripping process are less well defined and boundaries are more
blurred (or fuzzy) or uncertain in nature. Also by means of fuzzy
logic it is possible to eliminate bias or subjectivity. The validity of
the proposed system was checked by the comparison against
existing classification systems and direct ripping production values
obtained at studied sites. It is seen that by means of fuzzy logic, the
uncertainties are reduced and biased usage of the final ratings that
appear in alternative systems are efficiently dealt with. 
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Figure 1—A dozer and ripper type
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A fuzzy logic based rippability classification system

In grading methods, different rock mass and material
properties are graded separately. These methods are mainly
based on the rock mass classification systems. The former of
these methods is Weaver’s1 method; parameters and grades
were similar to those used in rock mass rating (RMR2) rock
mass classification system apart from groundwater
conditions. The sum or product of the relative weighted
parameters determines the rippability class of rock. Many
researchers have investigated these methods and have
proposed different grading rippability classification
methods1,3,4,–9.

Some common imperfections have been observed in
indirect rippability classification systems. A common
imperfection in some classification methods is that class
boundaries appear to be sharp, contrary to nature (Aydin10).
In other grading methods, the emphasis can be biased
towards particular parameters. This leads to extended debates
on the relative importance between parameters. In addition,
some of these methods give qualitative (linguistic) results
instead of quantitative results, which brings personnel bias
into play and requires experienced practioners for consistent
results. 

Fuzzy set theory in rippability classifications deals with
most of these perceived drawbacks elegantly. Fuzzy set
theory is used in this research to develop a rippability classi-
fication system, which revises the practical rippability classi-
fication system9 already published by the authors. The
proposed system has also to be verified by direct ripping runs
and existing rippability classification systems. 

Fuzzy set theory and previous studies

Fuzzy set theory is the only mathematical way to represent
linguistic vagueness and was developed approximately four
decades ago11. In the classical set theory, a given element
either belongs or does not belong to a set. The membership of
an element is crisp (0,1) and an ‘A’ crisp set of real objects is
described by a unique membership function such as XA in
Figure 2. On the other hand, in fuzzy set theory a
membership function which can vary from 0 to 1 is specified
Figure 2. That is, the transition from ‘belong to a set’ to ‘not
belong to a set’ is gradual and this is characterized by a
membership function. The membership function in modelling
commonly use linguistic terms such as ‘seismic velocity is
very fast’ or ‘Schmidt hammer hardness is soft’. That is the
key for modelling ill-defined systems by imitating the human
brain when managing unclear data12. A brief exposé of the
mathematical treatment of fuzzy set theory is given in
Appendix A for reference purposes.

Fuzzy set theory is a flexible tool and imprecise data can
be tolerated by the use of a fuzzy set. The most important
advantage is that, unlike other modelling techniques, the
opinion of experts can be utilized in fuzzy set theory.

Due to the above advantages, in the past few years, fuzzy
set theory has been widely used in many mining and
geotechnical engineering projects. Nguyen13 and Nguyen and
Ashworth14 proposed the first fuzzy rock mass classification
approach. Jiang et. al.15 utilized a fuzzy system to charac-
terize the roof conditions in the process of geotechnical site
characterization. Cebesoy16 and Bascetin17 used a fuzzy
system for the selection of optimum equipment combination
in surface mines. Gokay18 employed a fuzzy system to the

weightings of the rock mass classification system proposed
by Barton et. al.19. Gokceoglu20 produced a fuzzy triangular
chart to predict the uniaxial compressive strength of Ankara
agglomerates. Sonmez et. al.21 described the application of
fuzzy set theory to the Geological Strength Index System22 by
incorporating their judgement and experience as practising
engineers. Iphar and Goktan23 applied fuzzy set theory to one
of the conventional diggability classification systems. 

These theoretical aspects together with practical field,
laboratory and numerical analyses studies have been used to
develop a rippability classification system that is believed to
hold significant advantages over existing systems.

Field and laboratory studies

Field studies were conducted at surface lignite mines of the
GLI division of Turkish Coal Enterprises (TKI) and Demir
Export Sivas Kangal Lignite (SKL) mines. Four different
panels of GLI namely, 34 Makina, Omerler, 18 PH and
Kuspinar panels have been investigated. In SKL two different
panels have been studied, namely 305 and 310 panels. The
descriptions of sites are given below.

In Tuncbilek district, at 34 Makina Panel, a slightly
weathered grey marl unit is observed. There is slight discol-
oration on main discontinuity surfaces. Mainly, two discon-
tinuity sets were identified. Discontinuity spacing ranges
from 0.8 to 2.0 m, with an average of 1.5 metres. The bed
thickness is approximately 2 metres for the panel. A fresh
and highly strong marl unit is observed in the Omerler Panel.
There is no sign of weathering on discontinuity surfaces.
There are two sets of discontinuity, perpendicular to the
bedding planes. Spacing is in the range of 1.5–2.5 metres,
with an average of 2.0 metres. The average thickness of the
bedding is 2.25 metres. In the 18 PH Panel of Tuncbilek
mine, a fresh to slightly weathered and slightly strong light
grey marl unit is present. There is slight discoloration on
major discontinuity surfaces. Two main discontinuity sets
were distinguished, having spacing in the range of 0.5 to 1
metres, average spacing is 0.7 metres. The average thickness
of the layer is 1.0 metres ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 metres. In
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Figure 2—Crisp and fuzzy sets
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Kuspinar Panel a slightly weathered but strong marl unit of
gray colour is observed. There are two main discontinuity
sets. The spacing of those sets is in the range of 0.5 to 
2 metres, with an average spacing of 1.0 metre. The
thickness of the layer is about 1 metre.

In Sivas Kangal district, in the 305 Panel, a fresh soft
light green to grey clayey marl unit is observed. Two main
discontinuity sets are distinguished, with mostly 0.4 metre
spacing. The thickness of the beds is in the range of 0.5 to 
1 meter, the average spacing is dominantly around 1 metre.
Generally a slightly weathered, white strong marl unit exists
in the 310 Panel. Two main discontinuity sets perpendicular
to the bedding plane are observed. Discontinuity spacing is 
1 to 2 metres with an average of 1.25 metres. Average bed
separation is 1 metre.

In the field, rock type, degree of weathering, number of
discontinuity sets, discontinuity spacing, Schmidt hammer
hardness value, bed thickness and seismic P-wave velocities
were determined. 

Laboratory experiments, including uniaxial compressive
strength (UCS), indirect tensile strength, unit weight and
point load strength index tests (Is(50)) were all conducted in
the Mining Engineering Rock Mechanics Laboratory of the
Middle East Technical University (METU).

All laboratory experiments and field investigations were
conducted in accordance with the International Society for
Rock Mechanics suggested methods27.

Rock mass and material properties of studied panels are
given in Table I and Table II. 

Direct ripping trials

Direct ripping trials are very important for determining the
ease of ripping and measurement of hourly production; they
are also the main parameters to check the validity of the
indirect classification system. 

Observations such as measurement of ripper depth and
hourly ripper production during direct ripping trials play an
important role in the assessment of the ease of ripping9.
Caterpillar D8 type dozers were utilized during direct trials in
all studied panels. It is assumed that the results of the
research should also be valid for the CAT D8 correspondence
dozers of the other companies. The direction of ripping was
selected as perpendicular to the strike of the main discon-
tinuity sets in the selected mine panels to obtain the most
favourable crushing conditions for the discontinuity
orientations. 

To determine direct ripping production volume by length,
direct ripping estimation method was used. During direct
ripping, the ripping time (Tr)and manoeuvering time (Tm)
were recorded and ripping distance (L), rip width (W) and
ripper depth (D) were measured. The observations of changes
of ripper depth reflect the ease and the efficiencey of ripping.
The measured and recorded parameters are presented in
Table III and shown in Figure 4. In this study, ripping length
was kept constant at 50 m and at least five profiles were
performed at each panel. The ripping time, manoeuvering
time, rip spacing and ripping depth values were averaged
with the number of profiles that were conducted. Production
in a cycle can be calculated as follows:

[1]

Where qr = bank production in a cycle, m3; Car = cross-
sectional area, m2; and L = ripping length, m.

Cross-sectional area is the area of the triangle shown in
Figure 5 and can be calculated from the following equation:

[2]

The hourly production of the ripper can be found from the
following equation:
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Table I

Rock material properties of studied panels

Dist. name Panel name Rock type UCS  MPa d g/cm3 ITS, MPa Is(50), MPa

GLI 34 Makina Marl 24.93 2.02 3.56 0.76
Omerler Marl 34.00 2.10 7.90 1.50
18 PH Marl 16.90 2.09 2.13 0.46

Kuspinar Marl 24.80 2.27 2.29 0.72
SKL 305 Clayey marl 2.67 1.53 0.06 0.07

310 Marl 23.80 2.41 6.03 1.05

Table II

Rock material properties of studied panels

Dist. name Panel name Rock type Weathering SHV Seismic velocity, m/s No of disc. sets Joint spacing, m Bed separation, m

GL� 34 Makina Marl Slightly 48 2330 2 + bedding 1.50 2.00
Omerler Marl Fresh 51 2900 2 + bedding 2.00 2.25
18 PH Marl Slightly 30 1961 2 + bedding 0.70 1.00

Kuspinar Marl Slightly 44 2000 2 + bedding 1.00 1.00
SKL 305 Clayey marl Fresh <20 876 2 + bedding 0.40 1.00

310 Marl Slightly 50 2300 2 + bedding 1.25 1.00
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[3]

where Qr = hourly bank production, m3/h; qr = production in
a cycle, m3; Cr = cycle time, min; and E = efficiency of ripping.

The calculated direct ripping productions and the
rippability classes of studied panels according to direct ripping
runs and site observations are given in Tables IV and V.

Indirect rippability classification of studied panels

The average rippability classes of the studied panels

A fuzzy logic based rippability classification system
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Table III

The recorded and measured direct ripping parameters

District Panel Rock Dozer Operator Ripping Man. Ripping Ripping Ripping
name type type efficiency, E % time, Tr s time, Tm s depth, D m width, W m length, L m

GLI 34 Makina Marl D155A 80 89 17 0.75 0.70 50

Tuncbilek Omerler Marl D8N 90 90 15 0.65 0.50 50

18 PH Marl D155A 95 88 12 0.90 1.30 50

Kuspinar Marl D155A 95 79 5 0.80 1.05 50

SKL 305 Clayey D8N 95 50 23 1.10 1.03 50

Kangal Marl

310 Marl D8N 90 109 25 0.65 0.85 50

Figure 3—Example of triangular and trapezoidal membership functions for the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS)

Figure 4—Systematic representation of Mamdani FIS with two rules

Figure 5—Sketch showing ripping parameters
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Table IV

The calculated direct ripping production values

District Panel Rock type Cross-sectional Production Hourly Ripper
area, Car m2 in cycle, qr m3 production, Qr m3/h depth %

34 Makina Marl 0.26 13.13 356 63
GLI Omerler Marl 0.16 8.13 250 54
Tuncbilek 18 PH Marl 0.58 29.25 1000 75

Kuspinar Marl 0.41 20.00 855 67
SKL 305 Clayey marl 0.57 28.50 1350 93
Kangal 310 Marl 0.28 13.81 330 54

Table V

The calculated direct ripping production values and assessed rippability classes of studied panels for 
CAT D8 dozers

Dist. name Panel Direct ripping production m3/h Assessed class

GL� 34 Makina 356 Difficult
Omerler 250 Very difficult
18 PH 1000 Easy

Kuspinar 855 Moderate
SKL 305 1350 Very easy

310 330 Difficult

Table VI

Assessed rippability classes of rock units based on indirect methods   

Dist. Panel Rock Seismicvelocity Graphical Grading Assessed
name type based methods methods methods class

GL� 34 Makina Marl Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult
Omerler Marl Very difficult Very difficult Very difficult Very difficult
18 PH Marl Difficult Moderate Moderate Moderate

Kuspinar Marl Difficult Moderate Moderate Moderate
SKL SKL 305 Clayey marl Very easy Very easy Easy Very easy

SKL 310 Marl Difficult Difficult Difficult Difficult

according to the main groups of indirect rippability classifi-
cation methods are presented in Table VI. The indirect
rippability classes of studied panels were assessed by
considering the results of the main groups of indirect
rippability assessment methods.

Determination of final rippability classes of the study
panels

The final rippability classes of studied panels were
determined by combining the results of direct ripping runs,
site observations and indirect rippability assessment methods
and presented in Table VII.

Development of a new practical indirect rippability
classification system

By interpretation of the all data present in Tables V, VI and
VII and engineering judgement, a practical rippability classifi-
cation system, which is also supported by field trials, was
suggested. The rippability rating and classification charts of

a previously developed practical classification system are
presented in Tables VIII and IX. The practical classification
system includes both rock properties and dozer properties.
The included rock parameters are uniaxial compressive
strength, seismic P wave velocity, discontinuity spacing and
Schmidt hammer hardness value. These rock properties are
graded separately and the rippability classes of rocks are
determined according to the final grade, summation of all
grades. Then based on the final grade, appropriate dozer
types and their productions are also proposed. 

The practical classification system is back analysed with
the case studies. The parameters, their grades and the classes
of studied panels are presented in Table X and XI9, 28. The
details of this practical classification system are given in
literature9, 28.

Rippability classification by the application 

Theory
In this study, two fuzzy inference systems (FIS) were
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Table VII

Final practical assessed classes of studied panels for a D8 dozer

District Panel Rock type Assessed class Assessed class Final practical assessed
from indirect systemfrom direct ripping run class

34 Makina Marl Difficult Difficult Difficult
Omerler Marl Very difficult Very difficult Very difficult

GLI 18 PH Marl Moderate Easy Easy
Tuncbilek Kuspinar Marl Moderate Moderate Moderate
SKL 305 Clayey marl Very easy Very easy Very easy
Kangal 310 Marl Difficult Difficult Difficult

Table VIII

Rippability rating chart of previously developed practical rippability classification9

Parameter Class
1 2 3 4 5

Seismic  P wave velocity, m/s 0–800 800–1000 1000–2000 2000–2500 >2500
Grade 0–5 5–15 15–20 20–30 >30
Point load index, MPa <0.1 0.1–0.5 0.5–1 1–2 >2
Uniaxial compressive strength, MPa <5 5–15 15–25 25–45 >45
Grade 0–5 5–18 15–25 25–35 35
Average discontinuity spacing, m <0.5 0.5–1 0–1.5 1.5–2.5 >2.5
Grade 0–3 3–10 10–14 14–20 20
Schmidt hammer hardness <15 15–35 35–45 45–50 >50
Grade 0–2 2–7 7–10 10–15 15

Table IX

Previously developed practical rippability classification system9

Class Grade Specific D8 D9 D10 D11
energy Dozer Dozer Dozer Dozer

Production, Assessed Production, Assessed Production, Assessed Production, Assessed 
m3/h class m3/h class m3/h class m3/h class

1 0–20 <3.75 >1300 Very easy >1500 Very easy* >6000 Very easy* >10000 Very easy*
2 20–55 3.75–5.25 900–1300 Easy 1000–1500 Easy 4300–6000 Very easy* 7000–10000 Very easy*
3 55–70 5.25–7.00 400–900 Moderate 450–1000 Moderate 1900–4300 Very easy* 3000–7000 Very easy*
4 70–85 7.00–9.00 250–400 Difficult 285–450 Difficult 1200–1900 Easy 2000–3000 Very easy*
5 85–95 >9.00 <250 Very difficult# <285 Very difficult# <600 Difficult <800 Easy
6 95–100 - 0 Blast 0 Blast <150 Very difficult# <250 Difficult

* For these cases there is no point in using D10 or D11 type dozers, since even a D8 type dozer will work in these site with high efficiency. 
# In these sites there in no need to use D8, D9 or D10 type dozers, since these will result in production that is too low.

Table X

Grading of studied panels

District Panel Rock type Seismic velocity, m/s UCS, MPa Average disc. spacing, m Schmidt hammer hardness Final grade

GLI- Tunçbilek 34 Makina Marl 2330 24.9 1.5 48 78.55
Grade 26.60 24.9 14 13

Omerler Marl 2900 34 2.0 51 91.50
Grade 30 39.50 17 15
18 PH Marl 1961 16.90 0.7 30 50.69
Grade 19.81 19.30 5.80 5.75

Kuspinar Marl 2000 24.80 1.0 44 64.56
Grade 20 24.86 10 9.70

Sivas- Kangal 305 Clayey marl 876 2.67 0.4 <20 15.34
Grade 8.80 2.67 2.40 1.47
310 Marl 2300 23.8 1.25 50 77.16

Grade 26 24.16 12 15
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Table XI

Total grades, classes and dozer types of studied panels

Panel Direct ripping Total D8 D9 D10 D11
production m3/h grade class class class class

34 Makina 356 79 Difficult Difficult Easy Very easy
Omerler 250 92 Very difficult Very difficult Difficult Easy
18 PH 1000 51 Easy Easy Very easy Very easy
Kuspinar 855 65 Modorate Modorate Very  easy Very easy
305 1350 15 Very easy Very easy Very easy Very easy
310 330 77 Difficult Difficult Easy Very easy

constructed for the assessment of the rippability classes of
rocks and the corresponding hourly ripper productions of
different dozer types. The first system characterizes the
rippability assessing grades and the classes of rock properties
whereas the second one determines the hourly production
capacities of different types of dozers. The input and the
output sets of both systems are given in Figure 6. 

Construction of FIS for assessment of rippability class
(FIS I)

The most relevant parameters reflecting the rippability were
determined as: Seismic P-wave velocities of rocks (SV), intact
rock strength (UCS), average discontinuity spacing (S) and
Schmidt hammer hardness value (SHV) in the previous
study9. As explained earlier this research fuzzy set theory is
used to overcome inadequacies and suggest a rippability
classification system, which revises the already developed
practical rippability classification system9. Thus, the selected
input parameters are the same as the previously developed
classification system and they are based on the field
observations of ripping, ripper productions and laboratory
studies9. The membership functions of the input parameters
are shown in Figure 7. 

Designing the membership function is the most critical
stage constructing a fuzzy inference system. Since the
rippability classes and the corresponding numerical values of
input parameters were assessed in previously developed
practical classification system, in this study it is rather easy
to select the number and the types of membership functions
in the fuzzy system. In case of the lack of any previous
study, the best alternative for designing a membership

function is to partition the numerical domain input output
variables into a specified number of equidistant membership
functions. For example, at the beginning, equally spaced
trapezoidal membership functions were chosen for the input
variables and equally spaced triangular functions were
chosen for the output variables24. Five fuzzy sets were
assigned for each input parameter and, hence, in total 
20 fuzzy sets were obtained in the constructed system
(Figure 7). The output of the model is the final index rating,
indicating the rippability classes, whose membership
functions are given in Figure 8. These fuzzy sets represent
the ‘VE’ (Very easy), ‘E’ (Easy), ‘M’ (Moderate), ‘D’
(Difficult), ‘VD’ (Very difficult) and ‘B’ (Blast) rippability
classes that are given in Table IX. 

One of the main parts of a fuzzy system is the
construction of ‘if-then’ rules. For the construction of ‘if-
then’ rules mainly field data and experience were utilized. For
example, as SV, UCS, S and SHV increases, it is expected that
ripping becomes very difficult and this rating will be high.
For example, seismic velocity is 2900 (VF), UCS is 24.9 MPa
(VS), average discontinuity spacing is 2.0 m (B) and Schmidt
hammer hardness is 48 (VH) for the Omerler panel. Based on
field observations and direct ripping production, it is known
that ripping is very difficult (VD) for this panel. An example
of a rule captures this knowledge domain: 

If SV is VF and UCS is VS and S is B and SHV is VH then
R is VD

As the system has four parameters and each parameter
has five sub-classes, the number of ‘if-then’ rules is 625.
However, due to nature of rock mass and based on expert
opinion, some of them were eliminated, and the selected rules
are given in Table XII. 

Figure 6—Inputs and output sets of constructed fuzzy inference systems
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Construction of FIS for ripper production (FIS II)
The rippability rating and the rippability class of rocks can be
obtained from FIS I. However, as is mentioned above, the
ease of ripping and the ripper production of formations
depend not only on the rock properties but also on the
equipment used. Thus a link between the ease of ripping and
the type of equipment should be established. Since the hourly

ripper production values of the studied panels are known for
CAT D8 dozer from direct ripping runs conducted in the field,
it is rather easy to predict the hourly ripper productions of the
CAT D8 type dozer for each rippability classes. However, the
production and rippability classes of other types of dozers
(D9, D10 and D11) were not available. To obtain the
production of these dozer types, a numerical modelling
program called 3DEC distinct element code by ITASCA29 was
utilized. The direct ripping operation was modelled in a 3-
dimensional environment28. 

In the 3DEC model, to simulate the ripping machine, three
major block arrangements were used. Track blocks represent
dozer tracks on which the main body of the dozer is
supported. In the model, these blocks are treated as fixed
blocks in all directions. They are connected to the main
ground block, and the contact between the ground and track
blocks undergoes no movement, since both main ground
block and track blocks are fixed in all directions (Figure 9).

In the shank and ripping head block arrangement, the
ripper tyne block is attached firmly to the shank body block,
which means that they move together during the ripping
action. The shank block stands over the track blocks so that
the shank and ripper tyne arrangement can move freely
through ripping section during the ripping process.

The ripper tyne block, part of which penetrates into the
ripping ground, does the ripping operation by moving in the
ripping section of the main ground block. The main ground
block is composed of two sidewall blocks and a bottom block,

A fuzzy logic based rippability classification system
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Figure 8—Output membership functions

Table XII

If-then rules for FIS I

Rule Rule
no.
1 If SV is F and UCS is S and S is B and SHV is VH then RAT is D
2 If SV is VF and UCS is VS and S is B and SHV is VH then RAT is VD
3 If SV is F and UCS is VS and S is B and SHV is VH then RAT is VD
4 If SV is VF and UCS is VS and S is B and SHV is VH then RAT is VD
5 If SV is F and UCS is VS and S is B and SHV is VH then RAT is VD
6 If SV is F and UCS is M and S is B and SHV is S then RAT is E
7 If SV is F and UCS is S and S is M and SHV is H then RAT is M
8 If SV is S and UCS is VW and S is S and SHV is S then RAT is VE
9 If SV is SF and UCS is W and S is B and SHV is S then RAT is VE
10 If SV is VF and UCS is S and S is M and SHV is VH then RAT is D
11 If SV is F and UCS is S and S is M and SHV is VH then RAT is D
12 If SV is VF and UCS is S and S is S and SHV is VH then RAT is D
13 If SV is F and UCS is S and S is S and SHV is VH then RAT is D
14 If SV is F and UCS is M and S is S and SHV is M then RAT is M

Figure 7—Input membership functions
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Figure 9—3DEC model cross-section and top view

Figure 10—Numerical modeling of ripping by using smaller moving blocks

which remains fixed during the ripping action. Ripping
blocks, which are relatively smaller compared to the blocks in
the other sections, are free to move, and thus to be excavated
as the ripping tyne moves through them. Small ripping blocks
can move freely in all x, y and z directions. 

The tracks of the dozer on the right and left stand over
the sidewall blocks. It is assumed here that these tracks
remain in contact all along the ripping length of the 3DEC
model. The tyne, which moves in the centre between the two
tracks in the field, is located between the two tracks. The
shank body with a tyne attached provides the connection
between the main dozer body and the ripper tyne. 

In this model external block boundaries and tracks have
fixed displacement boundary conditions in all directions,

since they are sufficiently away from the point of action of
the ripping operations. The typical values of normal and pull
forces applied by a CAT D8N type dozer are taken from the
manufacturer’s catalogue.

Using a program written in FISH programming language
of 3DEC to detect the moving blocks, it was possible to
calculate volumes of displaced or ripped rock. After the
application of ripping loads, blocks affected by the ripping
action moved and changed position and their volumes were
recorded, and taken into account in the ripping production
estimations.

The illustrations to show the ripping mechanisms
observed in the numerical simulation of the ripping process
are presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 11—3DEC model production results versus direct ripping productions of the field trials

Figure 12—Input and output membership functions for FIS II

The production values obtained from numerical modelling
for the CAT D8 type dozer and from direct ripping runs were
compared (Figure 11). As is seen from Figure 11, modelling
results show good agreement with the direct ripping
productions for the CAT D8 type dozer. Then by changing the
dozer properties, i.e. dozer weight and flywheel power, and
keeping the rock properties constant in the model, the hourly
ripper production of other dozer types for the studied panels
were estimated. 

Having rippability ratings, classes and the approximate
productions of dozers for the studied panels, another FIS 
(FIS II) was constructed to assess the rippability class and
hourly ripper production for different types of dozers. The
membership functions of input parameters of FIS II are
shown in Figure 12. The output fuzzy sets of FIS II can be
represented in vector form as given in Table XIII. The selected
‘if-then’ rules of the new system are presented in Table XIV.

Application and verification of the proposed
classification system

To show the application of the developed model, the Kuspinar
panel is considered. Initially the numerical value of each
input variable is intersected with the corresponding fuzzy set
in the antedecent part of each rule. Then the minimum
operator for each rule is applied and the consequent fuzzy set
is truncated, considering the minimum of the antedecent
fuzzy set. The output fuzzy set is derived for each rule. All of

Table XIII

Output fuzzy sets of FIS II 
For D8 dozer

Blast D8B {0/0, 1/100, 0/150}
Very difficult D8VD {0/100, 1/150, 0/325}
Difficult D8D {0/150, 1/325, 0/600}
Moderate D8M {0/325, 1/600, 1/1150, 0/1350}
Easy D8E {0/1150, 1/1350,0/1400}
Very easy D8VE {0/1350, 1/1400, 0/1450}

For D9 dozer

Blast D9B {0/0, 1/105, 0/160}
Very difficult D9VD {0/105, 1/160, 0/365}
Difficult D9D {0/160, 1/365, 0/680}
Moderate D9M {0/365, 1/680, 1/1300, 0/1550}
Easy D9E {0/1300, 1/1550, 0/1600}
Very easy D9VE {0/1150, 1/1600, 0/1650}

For D10 dozer

Very difficult D10VD {0/0, 1/150, 0/600}
Difficult D10D {0/150, 1/600, 0/1600}
Easy D10E {0/600, 1/1600, 0/2800}
Very easy D10VE* {0/1600, 1/2800, 1/5350, 0/6250}
Very easy D10VE** {0/5350, 1/6250, 0/6500}
Very easy D10VE*** {0/6250, 1/6500, 0/6750}

For D11 dozer

Difficult D11D {0/0, 1/250, 0/800}
Easy D11E {0/250, 1/800, 0/2500}
Very easy D11VE {0/800, 1/2500, 0/4000}
Very easy D11VE* {0/2500, 1/4000, 1/8900, 0/10400}
Very easy D11VE** {0/8900, 1/10400, 0/10800}
Very easy D11VE*** {0/10400, 1/10800, 0/11200}
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the consequent fuzzy sets are combined into a single fuzzy
set by means of a fuzzy operator. Finally, by using COA
defuzzification method the fuzzy set output is translated into
a single numerical value. The obtained final rating from FIS I
for the Kuspinar panel is 65.1; the rippability class can be
evaluated as moderate or difficult. At this point fuzzy set
theory enables engineers to cope with such uncertainties. As
is seen from Figure 13, the rippability class of the panel is
assessed as ‘moderate’ with a membership degree of 0.79.

With a grade of 65.1 and D8 type dozer, this panel is
classified as moderately rippable and 810 m3/h production is
expected. With the same grade, production values are 925,
3780 and 6210 m3/h and rippability classes are ‘Moderate’,
‘Very easy’ and ‘Very easy’ for D9, D10 and D11 type dozers
respectively. Thus, this panel can very easily be ripped by a
D10 dozer, and expected hourly production for this dozer is
3780 m3/h. The grades and classes of studied panels are
tabulated in Table XV.

In the verification of the developed model, the studied
panels were considered. The introduced fuzzy based
rippability classification system was applied to estimate the
rippability classes of those panels. The rippability rating
values and corresponding descriptions of those panels are
represented in Table XVI. Based on the previously developed
practical classification system, the rippability rating values
and the corresponding descriptions of those panels by
considering the average class values of the rating chart and
the values suggested by the authors were also included in the
table. The previously developed practical classification
system9 and the fuzzy based classification systems give
similar results (Figure 14). For example, the fuzzy based
classification system yielded the Kuspinar panel rippability
rating as 65.1, whereas considering the average values and
author suggestions provided the total score as 58.5 and 65
respectively in the previously developed practical classifi-
cation system. When the average rating obtained from the
practical classification system is considered, a 7% deviation
is observed between the fuzzy based system and practical
system. 

The results of the fuzzy based classification system are
also compared with the results of existing classification
systems. As it is seen from Table XVII, all systems produce
consistent results, i.e. 305 panel is the easiest rippable panel
whereas Omerler is the hardest rippable panel in all classifi-
cation systems. However, grades and rippability classes of
panels are different in every classification system; in general
they overestimate the rippability classes of studied panels.

Table XIV

If-then rules for FIS II

Rule Rule
No
1 If RATING is VE and DOZER is D8 then PRODUCTION is D8VE 
2 If RATING is E and DOZER is D8 then PRODUCTION is D8E
3 If RATING is M and DOZER is D8 then PRODUCTION is D8M
4 If RATING is D and DOZER is D8 then PRODUCTION is D8D
5 If RATING is VD and DOZER is D8 then PRODUCTION is D8VD
6 If RATING is B and DOZER is D8 then PRODUCTION is D8B
7 If RATING is VE and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D9VE 
8 If RATING is E and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D9E
9 If RATING is M and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D9M
10 If RATING is D and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D9D
11 If RATING is VD and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D9VD
12 If RATING is B and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D9B
13 If RATING is VE and DOZER is D10 then PRODUCTION is D10VE*** 
14 If RATING is E and DOZER is D10 then PRODUCTION is D10VE**
15 If RATING is M and DOZER is D10 then PRODUCTION is D10VE*
16 If RATING is D and DOZER is D10 then PRODUCTION is D10VE
17 If RATING is VD and DOZER is D10 then PRODUCTION is D10D
18 If RATING is B and DOZER is D9 then PRODUCTION is D10VD
19 If RATING is VE and DOZER is D11 then PRODUCTION is D11VE*** 
20 If RATING is E and DOZER is D11 then PRODUCTION is D11VE**
21 If RATING is M and DOZER is D11 then PRODUCTION is D11VE*
22 If RATING is D and DOZER is D11 then PRODUCTION is D11VE
23 If RATING is VD and DOZER is D11 then PRODUCTION is D11E
24 If RATING is B and DOZER is D11 then PRODUCTION is D11D

Figure 13—Determination of rippability class and membership degrees for Kuspinar panel
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Table XVI

Comparison of the results of fuzzy based and previously developed practical rippability classification systems

Dist. Name Panel Fuzzy based system Practical classification systemAssessed class

Grade Membership Class Average values Authors’ 

degree considered suggestion

GL� 34 Makina 76.3 0.90 Difficult 74.5 79 Difficult
Omerler 88.4 0.81 Very Difficult 92 92 Very difficult
18 PH 51.5 0.60 Easy 48.5 51 Easy

Kuspinar 65.1 0.76 Moderate 58.5 65 Moderate
SKL 305 18.5 0.85 Very Easy 20 16 Very easy

310 76.4 0.90 Difficult 72 78 Difficult

Table XVII

The rippability classes of studied panels according to existing grading rippability classification systems

Panel Weaver Muftuoglu Singh Karpuz Smith
Grade Class Grade Class Grade Class Grade Class Grade

34 Makina 73 Extremely hard 110 Marginal 64 Difficult 72 Hard 47

ripping and blasting without blasting

Omerler 75 Extremely hard 85 Very difficult 74 Marginal 67 Hard 52
ripping and blasting

18 PH 65 Very hard 70 Difficult – 48 Moderate 52 Moderate 42
ripping Very difficult

Kuspinar 68 Very hard 95 Very difficult – 56 Difficult 67 Hard 47
ripping Extremely difficult

305 47 Hard ripping 85 Very difficult 44 Moderate 35 Moderate 43

310 74 Extremely hard 80 Very difficult 60 Difficult 58 Moderate 47
ripping and blasting

The differences can probably be a result of the aforemen-
tioned sharp grading boundaries or the differences of
parameter grading in grading systems. 

Direct ripping run productions, the grade, rippability
classes of studied panels and the expected hourly ripper
production of studied panels for different dozer types
according to the developed fuzzy logic based classification
system are given in Table XVI. 

Conclusion and recommendations
Based on the previously developed practical rippability classi-
fication system, an indirect rippability classification system
was developed by using fuzzy logic. By means of the
developed system it is possible to estimate the rippability
class and hourly ripper production for different types of
dozers.  

Figure 14—Relations between ratings obtained from fuzzy based and
previously developed practical rippability classification systems

Table XV

The grades, expected productions and rippability classes of studied panels for different dozer types 

Panel Grade Direct ripping  D8 D9 D10 D11
production, m3/h Prod m3/h Class Prod m3/h Class Prod m3/h Class Prod m3/h Class

34 Makina 76.3 356 349 D 364 D 1620 E 2370 VE*
Omerler 88.4 250 263 VD 276 VD 987 E 1440 E
18 PH 51.9 1000 912 E 1070 E 4240 VE* 7000 VE*
Kuspinar 65.1 855 810 M 925 M 3780 VE** 6210 VE*
305 18.5 1350 1290 VE 1500 VE 6310 VE*** 10500 VE**
310 76.4 330 348 D 363 D 1620 E 2307 VE*
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The fuzzy based and practical classification systems give
similar results. However, when one compares the fuzzy logic
based system with the previously developed practical system,
the fuzzy based system has several advantages. 

➤ It should be stressed that, for the previously developed
practical rippability classification system, the total score
for the same cases may be found to be different by
some other engineers (i.e. average and author
suggested values are 58.5 and 65 for the Kuspinar
panel). It means that there is always a biased
evaluation in the previous classifications. It can be said
that the biased assignment of the rating values may
bring the engineers to a wrong decision. Fuzzy set
based classification eliminates such a biased situation.
In the studied cases, the class descriptions were not
changed; however, in some cases, the values
determined by different ways may also suggest the
different class name. 

➤ In the practical system the existence of sharp
boundaries between two adjacent rippability classes
uncertainties on data that are close to range boundaries
of rock classes may present some problems. For
example, when the average value obtained from the
practical classification system are considered, the final
rating for the SKL 305 panel is 20, which is at the
boundary of ‘Very easy’ and ‘Easy’ rippability classes.
At this point engineering judgement or experience is
required to define the rippability class. However, for
the same panel, the fuzzy based system gives the
rippability class of ‘Very easy’ with a membership
degree of 0.85. Thus, it is concluded that the fuzzy
based system enables the engineer to overcome such
uncertainties faced in the decision-making processes. 

The validity of the developed classification system was
verified by the comparison of the results, both with the ease
of rippabilities of the studied panel and the production
capacities of different dozer types. It was found that the
results are very compatible with each other.

The developed classification is restricted to the present
dozer types and for marl type rocks. It can be extended to
new types of dozers and different types of rocks.
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Appendix: Fuzzy set theory

Fuzzy set theory is a flexible tool and imprecise data can be
tolerated by the use of a fuzzy set. The most important
advantage is that unlike other modelling techniques, the
opinion of experts can be utilized in fuzzy set theory. The key
elements of fuzzy set theory are as follows:

Fuzzy membership functions

In fuzzy set theory, fuzzy sets are represented by
membership functions. In practice, membership functions are
selected arbitrarily. The type of membership function is
chosen based on the modelling issue. So far, there is not a
generalized recipe for the selection of membership function.
Selected membership function is often a compromise between
the available data, expert knowledge and the context24. But,
here it should be noted that if sufficient and representative
data exist, it is possible to employ some mathematical
algorithms such as subtractive clustering, or fuzzy clustering
to extract a membership function. 

The most common types of membership functions are
trapezoidal and triangular membership functions23

(Figure 3). For a trapezoidal membership function:

[1]

where a, b, c, d are the coordinates of the trapezoidal apexes.
If b=c then triangular membership function is obtained. 

Operations on fuzzy sets

Many operations on fuzzy sets and on fuzzy relations have
been defined in literature. Among them intersection, union
and complement are the most common operations.

Intersection of fuzzy sets: Consider A and B fuzzy sets in
X. The intersection of these fuzzy sets is a fuzzy set C,
denoted  C=A      B, such that each x � X. This corresponds to
the minimum operator. 

[2]

The minimum operator is also denoted by ‘�’, 

[3]

Union of fuzzy sets: The union of A and B fuzzy sets is a
fuzzy set C, denoted C=A      B, such that each x � X. This
corresponds to the maximum operator.

[4]

The maximum operator is also denoted by “V ”, 
[5]

Complement of fuzzy sets: Consider A fuzzy set in X. The
complement of this fuzzy set is a fuzzy set denoted A, such
that for each x � X. 

[6]

Fuzzy inference systems

The fuzzy inference system is a computing framework based
on the concept of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy ‘if-then’ rules and

fuzzy reasoning23. The Mamdani, the Tagaki-Sugeno-Kang,
the Tsukamoto and the singleton fuzzy models are the most
commonly employed fuzzy inference systems (FIS). There are
five essential stages in the construction of fuzzy models: (1)
selection of input and outputs; (2) formulation of relationship
between inputs and outputs (knowledge representation); (3)
definition of the type and the shapes of the fuzzy sets; (4)
running of a simulation of the model; and (5) verification and
interpretation of the output24. 

In this study, the Mamdani fuzzy inference system was
selected to develop a rippability classification system since it
is easier to interpret and analyse this system when compared
with the others10, 20, 21, 23, 24. 

Mamdani fuzzy inference algorithm

The Mamdani FIS was proposed by Mamdani25 to control a
steam engine and boiler combination by a set of linguistic
rules obtained from human operators. Since then it has
widely been used in many engineering applications. 

In Mamdani FIS, the linguistic model has been introduced
in the form of if-then rules:

Where k is the number of rules,    is the input (antecedent)
variable    is the output (consequent) variable Ai and Bi are
the antecedent and consequent linguistic terms. Each rule can
be regarded as a fuzzy relation, this relation can be computed
by using fuzzy conjunctions. In the conjunction method the
relation R is computed by minimum operator (∧):

The fuzzy relation R representing the entire model is
given by the disconjunction (union) of the k individual rule’s
relations Ri:

[7]

Then the entire rule base is encoded in the fuzzy relation
R and the output of the linguistic model can be computed by
the relational max-min composition (o):

[8]

Systematic representation of the fuzzy reasoning
mechanism with two rules is given in Figure 4. Fuzzification
step: translation of numerical input variables into linguistic
terms with their corresponding membership grades. Degree of
fulfilment step: combination of the membership grades of
different values by means of a minimum operator. Inference
step: modification of the output fuzzy set of each rule using
the degree of fulfilment of the premise rule set. In this step
the if-then implication of the model is represented and it is
implemented by using the minimum operator as proposed by
Mamdani. Aggregation step: combination of the different
consequent fuzzy sets into a single fuzzy set by using the
maximum operator. Defuzzification step: defuzzification of
the output of model by means of a proper defuzzification
method. 

The main components of the Mamdani inference
algorithm are given by Alvarez Grima26 as written below:

▲
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i. Compute the degree of fulfilment by: 

ii. Derive the output fuzzy sets:

iii. Aggregate the output fuzzy sets by taking the
maximum:

Defuzzification

The last part of the fuzzy inference system is the selection of

defuzzification method. To obtain a crisp value the output
fuzzy set must be defuzzified. There are many defuzzifi-
cation methods in literature such as centre of gravity, centre
of weights, means of maximum, smallest of maximum, etc. In
this study the centre of gravity method was preferred due to
its common use in practice and its computation simplicity.
This method computes the y coordinate of the centre of
gravity of the area under the fuzzy set B’.

[9]

where: N is the number of elements yj in Y. 
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